Groups

- Points-of-Interest
  1. Gustav Tano
  2. Daniel Nibon
  3. Mikael Laaksonen
  4. Hao Zhang
  5. Henrik Back
  6. Rickard Lejon
  7. Viveka Sjöblom
  8. Rickard Engberg
  9. Zhao Ming
  10. Tian Jiying
  11. Johan Herdegard

- Teazel goes Mobile
  1. Christina L Nilsson
  2. Jonas Jakobsson
  3. Hua Dong
  4. Sassan Ashkan Far
  5. Simon Lundmark
  6. Anders Söderlund
  7. Stefan Pettersson
  8. Christoffer Ramqvist
  9. Joakim Hägglund
  10. Anders Andersson
  11. Ningjing Chen
Roles needed today

- Project leader
- System administrator
  - Talks to system administrator
  - They have Win XP CDs
  - Licenses from MSDNAA (today)
    - Win XP, Visio, MS Project
  - MAC + username to sys.adm.
Contract

- You will need to sign a contract with the companies
- You (still) have:
  - copyright (sv. upphovsrätt) and
  - right of use (sv. nyttjanderätt)
- Company gets right of use at no charge
- University gets right right of use in future courses
- Company specify equipment they will provide
- Limited to results of the course
Project rooms

- 1026 – “Points-of-Interest” project
- 1029 – “Teazel goes mobile” project

- Workspace for everyone (chair, desk, computer with network connection)
- Meeting place with white/black board
- Printer
- Test equipment (server, etc) and other hardware (mobile phones, etc).
Tools

- CVS/Subversion – version handling
- Bugzilla – bug handling
- wikiportal(s) – project web page, discussion fora, etc
- Diary – time reports (to be filled in by everyone!)
- MS Project – project planning tool
Schedule...

- Create work space for everyone in the project rooms
  - Identify if things are missing, make a list of missing things
- Study results from 2005 course:
  - Avatar
  - A-GPS
- Lectures:
  - 5/9 – We meet to divide into project groups
  - 6/9 – Basics about working in projects, Anders Hessel
  - 8/9 – Mobile Arts System Development Methodology, Lars Kari

- [Link](http://www.it.uu.se/edu/course/homepage/projektDV/ht06/) (partially in English)